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CALDWELL WINS CONVENTION
SGA Nominees CW Students
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Declare Issues Donate Bl~~d

Two students have b~en suspended from the College for book theft.
The thefts occurred during the last ten days of last
quarter. Upon the recommendation -of Central's Honor
Council, the College suspended the students who took
the books from Commons and sold them to a Seattle
bookstore.
"The impact of a suspension fi;pm any college is
tremendous," Lance Scalf, chairman of the Honor Coun;l cil, said. "Once a student is suspended from any accred' . ited college, he cannot enter another institution since
the suspension is entered on the transcrjpt. The students
involved may appeal to be readmitted to Central at the
end of their period of suspension."

In Competition,
February 15

Central Washington will hold
its annual Blood drive on Monday, Feb. 15, in Sue Lombard
dining hall from 10 a.m. - 2
p.m.
Release forms have been sent
to each dorm representative.
To give blood you must be
over 18. Students under 21 will
need signed permission from
their parents or guardian.
Other requirements are that the
Because of the many recent book thefts, a system student must weigh at least
has been put into practice whereby a student whose book 110 lbs.
has been stolen may report the theft on a form available
The day you are to give
in .the college book store, the SUB, the business office, blood, be sure to eat a good
and Jerrol' s book store in Ellensburg. In addition to breakfast or lunch. For those
the book title, identifying marks noted will help the who miss breakfast, food will
chance of recovering the books. The information is then be given to you as you go into
relayed to book outlets in the Northwest where books the hall. Then you have to
wait for half an hour before
might possibly be sold.
giving blood.
"Students are also reminded that they should not
"Most students refuse to give
leave their books unattended in the dining halls and blood because they don't know
SUB," Scalf said.
.
what it's all about," Ron Nelson, blood drive chairman, said.
The average person has 12
pints of blood. One pint will
be taken, which nature will replace within 24 hours. This
In honor of Music month, ies, associate professor of will take between five and six
Bouillon library is featuring music said.
books and recordings by AmerDuring the month you may minutes.
For those students who gave
ican composers.
hear the following programs of blood
last quarter, it is per. This year marks the 11th an- American music on KXLE.
fectly
safe to donate another
•.,nual parade of American music,
Chamber music and wood. which was inaugurated in 1955 wind solos, Tues., Feb. 9, 7, pint now, without any ill effects.
by the National Federation of , p.m.
This time, like last, the drive
.. ' Music Clubs, Miss Juanita DavAmerican opera excerpts,
will be based on dorm comThurs., Feb. 11, 7 p.m.
College band, Tues., Feb. 16, petition. The highest percentage will determine the winner.
7 p.m.
Central singers Thurs., Feb. The quote will be 120 pints of
blood. However, 180 pints was
25, 7.p.m.
.
.
-- Marilyn Remington, junior; the highest· last time.
Central also has a blood bank
arid Jim Moritz, senior have
Aproxim~tely
100 · wom~n been arranging and coordinat- to which .blood may be given
students attended the quarterly ing the programs for KXLE in any time by students. This
fl..WS scholarship tea held yes- cooperation with the Ellensburg blood goes to Central students
terday in the SUB. The featur- Music Study. Club. Gary J...ie- who have been injured. They
ed speaker for the event was beg, junior, will be the an- are not expected to replace
Dr. Ralph Gustafson, director nouncer for these programs.
this blood.
of student teaching.
Mr. John Hoglin and his staff
The blood drive motto is:
The tea was held to recognize have arranged programs for "Happiness is a pint of blood.'"
the women students of Central KCWS-FM each Monday at 9:30
who received a 3.00 or higher p.m.; Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
for fall quarter. Special re- and Thursdays at 9 p.m. and
cognition was given to the fol- Fridays at 8:30 p.m.
lowing girls who received a
4.00 fall quarter: Barber Call,
Carolyn Dean, Echo Kime,
Spring quarter registration
Judy C. Mann, Frana Lee Pepre-payments of $35 may be
terson, Gloria B. Prevost and
paid at the business office any
Trudy Rodine.
International Awareness Week
.·
Plaques were presented to sponsored by SGA, will be held time through Monday, Feb. 15.
;,, ::each dorm with the names of March 1-5 to coincide with The $75 housing pre-payments
.- '7the women receiving the high- China Institute -,Day, March 6. are also. due, at that time, but
an extension until March 5 is
~ · est grade point fall quarter.
Foreign exctirmge students
· The women receiving this re- will speak in th~ SUB cage at available: to students who are
cognition were: Linda M. Geo- 4 p.m. and_8 p.m:_on the image unable to make the payments
rge, Anderson; Ellen Krucov- of Americans in 'their respec- by the earlier date.
Scholarship recipients and stusky and Pat Baker, Kamola; tive countries. Representatives
Carolyn Dean and Judy Mann, of Canada, Mexico and Great dents under the Washington
Kennedy; Darlene Owen, Mun- Britain from embassies in Seat- S t a t e Rehabilitation program
son; Daralee St. Clair, Sue tle will also take part in the must notify Vernon LaBay,
CWSC accountant, in offic~ ALombard; Carol LaVigne, Jen- week's activities.
203
that they plan to attend
nie Moore; Shari Yamamoto,
"We hope that students will
Wilson; Gail Anderson, Button become more aware of the pre- spring quarter.
"About 350 students took adApartments; Barber Call, Echo sence of foreign students on
Kime, Frana Peterson, Gloria campus and recognize the pro- vantage of the housing pre-payPrevost and Trudy Rodine, Off. blem that they must·. face," ment extension winter quarter,"
Wendell Hill, director of auxcampus.
Terry Eggers, chairman of po- iliary services said. Requests
The following women received litical affairs commission, said.
for spring quarter extension
a 4.00 in their student teachmust be made by Feb. 15, in
ing: Kathleen Bauer, Ruth
the
housing office.
Bechtel, Betty Bozeman, Mary
E. Bumstead, Carroll Fyall,
Sandra Gierke, Gail Kocher,
The movie, "El Condor," a Test Slated lor Feb. 11
Gretchen Lee, Mary Jane Le- film on the conflicts in Latin
Institutional Graduate Rehman, Janet Lewis, Pamela America,, will be shown in the
cord examinations will be
McAfee, .Loa McEneny, Georga lounge of Stephens Hall on given registered graduate stuMills, Evelyn Rogers, Linda Sunday, Feb. 7, a.t 1 :30 p.m.
dents only next Thursday,
Jean Skinner and Patricia
There will be no admission
Feb. 1,, in room 106, Edison
Namsley.
charge.
haU.

;Library Features Music

ea Honors
··Top-Women

Political Week
Speakers Slated

Pre-payment
Due Feb. 15

Film.Shown

Tests Schecluled

Honor Code Debated

"We will not lie, steal or sonal gain, perhaps he will that it was going on. Because
cheat, nor tolerate among us cheat somewhere else when the they did not report the matter
anyone who does," says the stakes may involve life or death tc· their superiors as the code
Cadet Honor Code of all the for· his fellow airmen. We do prescribes, they had to resign.
military academies and the not want those who are not There is the idea among the
895th AFROTC Cadet Detach- reliable in this age of military parents that "snitching" or
technology; we just cannot af- "tattling" on one's fellow classment at CWSC.
Many parents of the cadet ford . it-nationally or personal- mates is just as bad as the
actual cheating.
involved in the test-stealing ly," he said. ·
But this idea of not meddling
A large number of the rescandal at the United States
Air Force Academy have criti- signing cadets were not actual- into the affairs of others can
cized the honor code. These ly involved in .the cheating, but go too far. Many incidents in
parents have called the code they were aware, nevertheless, the papers tell of people being
.. - · - - ·-· beaten and robbed in the pre"impractical, unrealistic, sadsence of others who offered no
istic and a fantasy."
assistance to help. The people
But the Cadet Honor Code
watching did not want to get
was never criticized before the
involved.
recent scandal. Why?
Because it stands for what every
The SGA Program Commis-:
American wants in his future
leaders. The code expresses sion is looking for applicants
for committee chairmen on the
Representatives from, public:
the highest principles of con- Commission.
duct and moral ethics. If it
schools are still interview;ng,
never have had such great leaIf you are interested in SGA gratuating seniors in the
ders as Dwight D. Eisenhower, programming and want an in- tea.cher education program
Douglas MacArthur, Robert E. · teresting job, check the job de- for teaching jobs, Erling J.
Lee and Ulysses s. Grant-all scriptions on the bulletin board Oakland, placemien.t director,
of whom graduated from West next to the Director of Activi- said.
Point.
ties Office.
Westminister (Calif.) and
"If you cannot trust a man
Some of the positions to be Walla Walla will hold inter
in a classroom, then how can filled soon are: entertainment views Feb. 8. On Feb. 9 reyou trust him with the piloting chairman, WUS week chairman, presenta.tives from Pullman1
of an airplane or with top se- creative arts chairman, publi- will be on ca.mpus. Muroc
cret mi 1 it a r y information," city chairman, parents week- (Calif.) will intlarview Feb. 11.
Capt. Duane C. Oberg, Asst. end chairman, and several The representatives are ·inProfessor of Aerospace Studies others .
ter.ested in1 prospective teachat Central, said.
The applications for these ers in all fields and on both
"If the person is willing to jobs are right next to the job J the elementary and second•
cheat in the classroom for per- description board.
a·ry level, Oakland sa1id.
~-~----- - ·

SGA Chai·rman
Posi•ti·ons O·pen

Interviews· Set

Erin Caldwell, Mark Jepsen,
Dick Erickson and Miss Chanelle Keithan headed the list of
nominees at Central's 4th annual Student Government Association nominating convention
held Jan. 28-30 in McConnell
auditorium.
In the race for president,
Erin Caldwell defeated Roger
Gray by a 142-98 margin. Mark
,Jepsen scored the most o~e
sided victory of the convention
in defeating Gary Anderson,
197-50, for the position of executive vice president.
The race for social vice president proved to be the closest
of the convention with Dick
Erickson defeating Donna Schaplow by a 133-114 margin. Due
to the withdraw! of Miss Betty
Nelson, Miss Chanelle Keithan
will be unopposed on the ballot
Feb. 9 unless a write-in or petition candidate for the position
of secretary can be found.
"A candidate can be entered
in the election by a petition
signed by 10 per . cent of the
Central student body if the petition is turned in to the election committee within six days
after the convention," Miss Kay
Beechinor, election committee
chairman said.
The vote of the convention
is not final. It is merely an
indicator of delegate preference.
The entire student body will
elect the various SGA legislators and executives in a student election Feb. 9.
In addition to the executive

nominations, nine legislators·
were nominated to fill the nine
positions which will be contested in the election. After the
convention, Miss Kathy Halvorsen, a candidate for on-campus
female legislator, withdrew
from the race.
The eight remaining legislative candidates are: Misses Sue
Mann and Dee Bathurst for oncampus female, Jeff Mitchell,
Ken Mackie, and Gary Guinn
for on-campus male, and Miss
Frana Peterson, Bob McDaniel and Con Bunde for off-cam-,
pus legislators.
The convention was not without a lighter side. Noisy demonstrations, an impromptu
band, and several colorful
speeches added color to the
three session.
Two babies, a dog, a local
tavern owner, and a school employee were nominated for various positions. They all declin-.
ed, but a highlight of the con-_
vention was the appeatance onthe speaker's playform of oneY e a r-o 1d .Carrin Erickson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chris.
De Erickson.
Young Carrin had to with-.
draw from the race for a num-:
ber of reasons. Mike Bouta, ·
chairman of the off-campus de-'
legation summed the matter u15.:
"I have no doubts that Carrin
would be a fine candidate, bu~:
knowing the definition of ~
baby, she shows a loud voice on
one end and a lack of responsibility on the other."
·

Student DirectQry Sold
The Student Faculty Directory is being sold in the SUB
information booth for 20 cents
per copy. The Directory con'utes a city phone book for
..... .veecy-ville.
It contains an alphabetical
hst of the names, college and
home addresses of CWSC students and faculty, on or off
campus, from last quarter.

Complications met at the beginning of the school year prohibited publication until this
Winter quarter, Erin Caldwell,
SGA treasurer, said.
Sales are going very well,.
but a small problem has aris-'
en concerning illegible print in
some copies, Caldwell said.
Copies containing bad pririt
may be exchanged, with the
SPURS furnishing another copy.

c,w Students Make Trip
A group of International and
American students from Central saw how sugar· is made
when they visited the sugar refinery at Moses Lake on Jan.
30.
The students, members of
People-to-People has grown
from one man's idea to an incorporated organization of thousands with national headquarters located in Kansas City.
The program is directed to
people of all ages and integrates them into a world wide
movement of personal diplocultures, traditions and way of
macy.
The University program of
People-to-People is student originated and operated, involv-

New Editor
Announced
By SALLY SCHRIVER

A gruff manner and a shrewd
business head disguise the good
h u m o r of Bob McDaniel,
CRIER editor-in-chief for the
1965-66 school year.
The 23-year-old junior prepared and submitted the 1965-66
pe Steigler and many more will
Crier budget to the publicabe featured in "Snow Motion."
tions committee. The commitSpeed and figure skating, bob
tee, headed by Miss Bonnie Wisledding, and hockey scenes
ley of the journalism departwill also be featured in the
ment, met Monday and selectfilm.
ed McDaniel as the new editor.
The powder snow enthusiasts
McDaniel has had experience
will find "Snow Motion" excitfor his new position. While ating as Dr. Bob Smith and
tending Centralia Community
·Barrymore find a virtually deCollege, he worked as a reserted ski resort in Austria
porter and political editor of
covered with five feet of fine,
the campus newspaper, BLAZpower snow.
ER BEAT. He has also workAs an added feature the
ed as a reporter on the CRIER,
world's largest indoor ski area
and is presently news editor.
in Japan will be shown. The .
"I plan to leave the basic
untracked powder on the indoor
structure of the CRIER as it
hill makes that part of the film
is," McDaniel said. However,
unique.
he plans a few minor changes
Admission to the film is 50
BOB REICHERT, ASPEN SKI INSTRUCTOR PERFORMS for Dick Barrymore's camera in
which will be approved before
cents. Tickets may be purchas"Snow Motion." The ski film presented by Alpine Club will be shown Thursday, Feb. 11, in · any action . is .taken, he said.
ed from an Alpine club mem- ·Hertz music hall at 7:30 p.m. The 90 minute film will be narrated by Barrymore. Admission
Beginning college at Central
ber or at the door.
is 50 cents.
(Continued on Page Three)

.Ski, Club Presents Film

Winter Olympics, 1964, will events winners as Francois
be featured on the Central cam- Bonlieu, Egon Zimmerman, Pepus when the Alpine club presents "Snow Motion".
"Snow Motion", a 90 minute
· film, will be narrated by Dick
Barrymore, photographer. The
The English Compeflency Exshowing is scheduled for Thurs- a,m is required for English
day Feb. 11 at 7:30 p.m. in majors and minors for endor·
Hertz music recital hall.
sement for student teaching
Jimmy Huega, Jean Saubert in English. The exam should
and Billy Kidd are the actors, be taken no earlier than two
not really actors at all, but quarters preceding student
members .of the 1964 Olympic teaching. Old tests are a1vail·
team which appeared in Inns- able for study.
bruck, Austria.
The English Competency
"Snow Motion" will show the Test for this qua,rter will ·be
three Americans as they win given on Feb. 16, in Barge
nine world and Olympic med- hall 308 from 7-9 p.m.
als. The group earned more
For further information inmedals in 1964 that any other quire in the English office,
team to date.
Ba:rge hall 307.
'Such Alpine and jumping

PRESIDENTIAL NOMINEES FOR THE SGA ELECTION to be held Tuesday, Feb.9 are Erin
Caldwell (left) and Roger Gray. Delegate vote at the nominating convention showed a strong
preference for Caldwell. The final count was Caldwell, 142, and Gray, 98. Caldwell was nominated by Darryl Wills of Alford hall while Gray was nominated by Terry Anderson from
off campus.

Nominees
Announced.

ing thousands of students on
over 100 campuses. Its goals,
like that of all the programs·
of People-to-People, is the
bringing together of peoples of
the world so that they will
learn to appreciate each other's
life.
Further information on Central 's People-to-People Club
may be obtained in the SGA,
office.

Movie Pictures·
Family Conflic~
"Howard'', a film dealing
with conflicting emotions and
opinions of a family will be
shown Tuesday, Feb. 9 in the
SUB lair.
The third pre-symposium film
will be introduced by H.B.
Robinson and discu~sed by John
Utzinger of the philosophy department.
Howard's insecurity and unsureness are shown when he is
faced with the camping trip
and his parents' plans. The
cross · country camping trip
which he is asked to take part
in disrupts his parents' plans
for him.
The diverse attitudes of both
the adults and the teenagers
involved are shown as Howard
is faced with the responsibility
of choosing one thing or the
other.
'
The film was released by the
National Film Board of Canada
in 1958.

Park Jobs Open
The placemell!t office has re'ceived a sample applica,tj~,
blank and a. list of positions
available at Yellowstone Na~
tiona.1 Park fo11 summer
ployment.
. Students inte1'1e5tecl! in this·
type of work should contact
the placement office for fur-·
ther information.
·

em·

THE

PACE TWO

CAMPUS

CRIE:R

Group Sets The Id and I
Love
Ski Races

Conventi,onFalls
Short .of Hopes
"',

·•

Hooray for Central's Nominating . Convention I . It
at least managed to create enough inte'.:'est among the
students to make three of the four .executive positions
into a rac~. This is more than can be said for the legislative posts. With nine positions to be filled nine
persons are running. It is always gratifying to see
positions so avidly contested for.
The representatives from the neighboring Northwest Student A&&ociation schools were undoubtedly
impressed by .the noise and the confetti. They would
have been much less impressed if they had, known the
secretarial race would be uncontested.
Among the students at the convention, interest
was high in "participating". However, with only three
races being contested and only two candidates in each.
of these, interest in the "positions" seems to be limited, if not avoided by the majority of the student body.
. .
Much the same story was evident in the gallery;
The students participating were enthusiastic. It is sad
that there were so few of them.
The convention does serve a valuable purpose.
At,least. there are enough persons interested to fill all
the· positions. This is better than having to coerce
persons into filing for positions by dragging them off
the streets into the SGA office.
·
Through· the convention, · CWSC, from a student
body numbering over 3 700, is able to produce the
bare minimum of qualified, interested students.
·
.
The .convention should be continued. It is only
hoped that the visiting schools were not disillusioned
by the, in some ways, mediocre showing of this year's
convention and that they will find it worthwhile to institute similar conventions at their colleges. If so, .it
is hoped that they can encourage more participation
than was shown here this year.
PRA

The annual all-campus ski
race will be held Feb. 13.
This will consist of a giant
slalom for men and women,
with trophies going to. the winning mens' and womens' teams.
One team will be allowed
from each Jiving group and
anyone may enter individually.
The entrance fee is one dollar
for each individual ·and four
dollars for each team ..
The deadline for entering the
race is Feb. 10 in' the Alpine
Club office.
The race will be held at Ski
Acres and racers must meet
there at the lodge at 10 a.m.
The race will begin at noon.
Anyone interested in being a
gate keeper or timer may sign
up in the Alpine Club o.ffice.

*
*
*

on

the

By Howa~d Jo

Like it's been one of those months, man I No b:
no dates and th~t girl you've been trying to me~,.
one in your advanced tiddlewinks class, finally spOk,
you. "Get lost, ; creep I"
'' · r •
You're lonely, lonely, lonely. Yes, and even h~rnf,\·7~
horny, horny. You drag· out your frayed copy of Playboy that you "borrowed" from the bookstore and thumb ,
through, but it doesn't help much since someone else
"borrowed' the foldout before you got to it.
Qh fors~ken, wretched, horny little man, what are
you to do? Where can you turn In your hour of need?
Why not end' it all, nobody cares! Nobody t'o talk to. i
But wa.itl Maybe there is one you tum to! Maybe
all is not lost!
.
·
YOU race to the phone and with trembling fingers
dial the magic numbers.

"210!'.
You wait, torn with mad desire and longing.
Then you hear it. A silky voice, soft and oh so
sexy. The pride of .the telephone company I
"Bicycle Thief," an Italian
. "At the tone the time will be ., . . eleven twentymovie-, winner of the Academy Award for the best two. and ten seconds· . . . beep."
The sweat begins to pour. Is this the answer? And
Foreign Film and Best Foreign, Film by the New York by th~ second beep you know . . . It's love II I
"At the tone the time will be . . . eleven twentyFilm Critics, will be shown
Feb. 7 as part of the Sunday two and twenty seconds . . . beep."
"Oh darling you don't know how long I've waited
Foreign Film Program.
The movie is the story of a for you, how I've needed you, and at last I've found you."
man and his son who search
". . . time will be eleven twenty-two and thirty.
through the streets of Rome seconds . . . beep."
for a bicycle that was stolen.
"Honey, there are so many things to say, so much
He needs the bicycle fo.r a, to tell, I don't really know where to begin."
,i
long.sought job.
". . . twenty-two and forty seconds."
. 4!
" . · . . and so you can see, dear, that life has been {
difficult for me until now, but all .that has changed now. \
My life now has purpose, meaning, I want to amount to
something, for you."
". . . the time will be twelve-thirty-eight and forty
seconds . . . beep." .
·
"Well, my love, I had better bid farewell for to~
night since 1 must study and raise my .9 GPA so that I
By JOHN DeMERCHANT
can graduate and we can be together. l"Il call tomorAssistant Pro·fesSor of Music, CWSC ,
row night.
The announced subject, MAN and WORK, to be
" .. beep."
disucussed during ·the upcoming sysmposium should, it
seems to . me. be of vital interest to every student here at
Central. We are part of a culture that equates work with
virtue and at the same time we are, through automation
and technological advances rapidly evolving a new so•
ciety founded on shorter working time with the resulting
greater leisure time. We will need a new ethic to support the virtue of leisure as we now extoll the virtue of Tickets are now on sale for
Central has one of the bes.t'1 · '..
work. Some re-defining of WORK is calledi for. Some "Beyond the Blue" _ the 14th basketball teams in the Ever2~; J; ;
new questions must be raised. Is the hand of man to Annual Military ball which will green Conference this year, ,·Y
·
till the sail" i Is "time on our hands' proper or expedi- be held Feb. 27, from 9 p.m. and it would be a pity to h
ent? Does all work and no play make Jack a dull boy?
to midnight in the SUB ball- them. lose because of poor,· !IJ•·~ .
. In trying to define for myself the purposes of a sym" :noom.
f9 ir~:rg~of only. unfrirl~ate''?cii-~'; ,,
· MAN
d WORK I turned to the· · d1'ct1'0111ary . ,Tic;k:ets ,.can J1e. b()l1ght::1ftqm CentraFoiit for both teams· m~
0 •
P
sium onof· .the
· ·an
· involved:
·· •
· · rather
·
·
· · 'a.ri''.·
meanings
words
.· I wa11
pleased
". ·.·.·.c.'a. a.e.·.,t.'o.f. f...i.c.et',' a. •. . .K. e.n. " 's .·.l... 'n.·:. volved.
· ',;,
with Webster's New Collegiate on the word SYMPOSIUM: gel;· or at the Air Science build:
Poor refereeing not only sl,ows
"In ancient Greece, a drinking together, usually following ing. Price per couple is $3. down a game but . it creates
year's music will be :pro.the banquet proper with music, singing and conversation. '. This
vided by Don Graham and 'his feeling in the players that hinders their performance. Also,
My enthusiasm did not well out of bounds at the band.
if
a player deserves a fOul · it
one on MAN, "a human being, especially a male human
Dress for the Military Ball
being; an adult male servant, ~ term of familiar address will be formal. Members of all isn't so bad. But to lose one
the first five simply ' beimplying .~uthority or contempt, the highest ·type of ani- military services are urged to of
cause of inferior refereeing
mal; etc.
wear dress uniforms. For oth- hurts.
·
There were twelve sections given to defining MAN, ers, tuxedos and dinner jackets
I don't know how much·. re•
but a phrase in the tenth section appealed to me, some- are preferred; however, dark ferees are being paid, but it
thing about man as a "compound idea." Look it up for suits, will be accepted/ For the would be worth five or ten dolWORK was indicated. as "the exertion of girls, long formals are prefer- lars more per night to get some- •
yourself.
red; however, short formals one who is competent and gives
strength or facilities to accomplish something; ·toi! ; 1a- will be accepted.
both teams an equal chance.
bor; also employment; occupation; as, to be out of work".
Gary Willoughby
The connotations of labor and being out of work
did not inspire me· to any jubilant outburst. On the other hand, occupation and the exertion of strength did produce a warm feeling. Probably because I have long earned my daily bread through music, singing and conversation. (The bread was not always covered with the high
Faculty . members will don
their dancing ' shoes and join
price spread, but I savored every crumb.)
Work and play are so fused in my personal definition students to compete in a dance
The Central Spurs will be
as to resist melting down the components. Yet if I am marathon Saturday afternoon. selling Spur-o-grams Feb. 12 ,in
The Marathon, sponsored by
to refine the product I must separate the parts to detect Model United Nations, is sche- the SUB ,and Commons. This
the impurities.
duled to begin at 3 p.m. in the is an annual project of the
My work deals with the arts. The arts are of SUB ballroom and. continue un- group put on every year near
prime importance to our society as well as to the individ- til 9 p.m. when a record hop Valentine Day.
ual. The arts and the humanities must and will help us for all students will begin, Tal"We call it a money-making
to express ourselves, and in this very expressing we will Bratton, . publicity. ·.·chairman, project," Kathy Sopp, presiden,t
,
of Spurs, said. "It usually ,
be shaping our thoughts. In this way the new ethic will said.
All students are welcome to turns out to be more fun than ·
be born. ·
participate in ·the Marathon,
The oncoming sysmposium could be of inestimable but must first sign up in the anything else."
Spur-o-grams may· be writ~
value if we permit ourselves participation. To bestir our dorms and be aware of the
ten and sent for 10 cents ot
thinking is part of the refining process. Our relation- rules, Bratton said.
the Spurll will sing a Spur-0:ships to one another, to our college and to ou.r country MUN .will award prizes to the gram to someone for 15 cents;
are determined by what we think. Our actions flow last ·four couples dancing.
out of our thinking. If our actlons result in needless and
· ,. ·
unprofitable toil, we do not fulfill ourselves or our naPart~}·:
tional interests.
I
' 1i ·
We need to re-define WORK and determine wheth'.f ..
er we are .ready for new concepts. One of the constitu'Freedoms, responsibilities
The PEM's, womens P.E. m~~! ;,,'
ents Of this read1'ness is b. elieving in the future, both as :md consequences on the col- JOrs
·
a nd m1'nors,
· wi'll · hold thei'-1<\
·'"'f'. ·
individuals and as a nation. We cannot guess the fu- lege campus" will be the topic annual. Valenti.ne tea W.ednei····.·.'']···.··.·
ture without understanding the present world with both .of Central's next Speaker in day, Feb. 10 from 7 to 8:3 :
its strength and its weakness. Our definition of WORK ·the Union program to be held p.m. in the Grupe conferenc,;'~,
will be shaped by existing conditions plus the new di- Feb. 11, at 4 p.m., in the SUB center.
• ;~;r.
mensions being discovered. In some former societies, cage.
Frosh members are doing the!':
a leisure class was sustained by slave labor.. It is hoped( The program will be con- work on the tea to which aIL/
in our unique democracy that technology will ·be the' ducted as a panel discussion. faculty members and admi,iiisfj ·
slave and not the master. There should be leisure for At the present time the panel trators are invited. All mel)ffi•
all classes, .not just the elite.
will consist of Dr. Donald H. majoring or minoring in physj.."
Th ose o f us in t h e · aca d emic community, perhaps Dunc.an, dean of students and cal
h' education
t are being invite9~:t
Miss Ramona Solberg, associ- t is year oo.
. '· "
owe a special debt to the future in payment for the heri- ate professor of art, two other
~e building w~l be decorat ,~
tage of the past. From our probings should come the faculty members will be named ed m red and white for Vale~~:·.
best of ideas. Our ability to express these ideas in to the panel prior to the pro- !ines Daf. ,Entertainment is beV
shapes, words and music is inseparable from our destiny. gram.
J mg considered,
' .· ;
Will you be o;ne of those junior citizens departing
•n

Film Plays

For 0 ne, a Good .Dunking!
1

. . · SGA .Revisions Work Discussed ~Y Music Prof
Courses Called Sent .t·. 0· .o·ters· for 1965Symposmm Theme
Mickey Mouse ••••

y·.

'Waste of Time'
It is time Central quit lumping high school level
courses under the broad category of "general requirements" and left them to the high school.
The current catalog is far more realistic in this
line, but it is only one step in the right direction.
·College should be a time for ·increased and specialized learning where a p·erson takes concentrated· instruction· in the areas he will choose for a career and
not waste his. time in such courses as Nutrition 200,
Health Essentials I 00 or Biology I 00.
These courses contain valuable information, no
;;;doubt, BUT. NOJ FOR THE COLLEGE LEVEL.
If the reason for .taking nutrition is to improve
"one's eating''hablts-so he cai\ live better, then it would·
be reasonable to assume that more than the top 20 or
30 percent of the population should have this train~ng.
Nutrition on the high school level would benefit a
broad section of the population, as would health es~
sentials, general biology, physical science, introduction
: to music, or any one of the ,general requirements.
The problem is that the high schools are too busy
preparing the student for college to bother with this
type of general requirement. It is time that the col. lege demanded that the high school teach this general
rquirement type course and leave area-concentration
to th college.
Under ·the current system, the· college student
wastes over two years of his college life taking things
that he.should have taken in high school. What harm
does this do~
The learning does not do any harm but the lack
of knowledge in· his major field and the lack of more
than one minor field does. ·
The student who enters high school teaching with
just 45 hours in a major has little more than a sketchy
background. The student who enters the master's program with 45 hours in his major is even worse off.
Why does he have just 45 hours in his major field~
Because he wastes two years taking high school level
. courses.
The neophyte high school teacher enters the field
with ONE, 15 to 20 hour minor. Perhaps a 20 hour
minor puts him on a level above his students, but one
cannot. guess how far.
While he is sadly lacking in his major and minor,
his brain is full. of such high school .level courses as were
nil!!ntion~d above.
· ·
·
.
Therefore, it is time Central raised its curriculum
· and left the high school level courses to the high school.
This can be done in two ways, each of which would
bring the same favorable change to the knowledge of
the Central graduate.
The first possibility is to have the junior.and community coileges teach these general requirements and
have Central teaeh at least· three years of advanced con·
centrated study in at least three fields.
This would mean two years of "advanced, gen.eral high school courses'' plus three years of concentrated study 'in a major and two minor fields for the
degree.
.
The graduate of this type of a program would
have a 60 hour major and two 30 hour minors which
would give him a reasonable background · to begin
teaching, a'.nd a fair background to begin graquate
work. A fourth year might be included ·here· for more
hours in the major and minor.
The other alternative is to force the high schools
.
to prepare the student in these · general requirements.
If th~ college demanded that the student be prepared
in nutrition and health essentials before entering college, the large number of. students who do not go on
to eoilege would also benefit from this knowledge.
However, no matter which method is used, th.e
results will be the same . . . the college graduate will
be better prepared in his field of endeavor. In the
age of specialization there is no room for the old "allaround man" who can oil typewriters, fix furnaces,
make change and do a host of other things. Today's
jobs d~and specializati~ and today's education
which does not offer a concentrated background is ob. solete. ·
'
It is time Central began to set the pace rather than
to follow the trends. It is time for Central .to take the
lead in altering the education process and. set up a curriculum that is worthy of being called ·a college cur~
riculum.
JFB

By JIM. FIELDER, SGA President
In an effort to place structural changes in the SGA
Constitution before the voters in the election o.n Feb.
9, 1965, the Legislature approved the following revisions
to present Constitutional policy:
I . The Executive Vice~President shall chair the SGA
Legislature, with the .·President maintaining
ex-officio
membership without the right to vote.
2. The Executive Vice-President shall recommend
a chairman to the Student · Planning Council to be approved by that body.
3. The Executive Vice-President shall serve as an
ex-officio member of the Student· Planning Council without the right to vote.
. ,
4. The name of Social ,Vice-P\-esident shall be
changed ···ta''Program Vice-President.·r · ·
5. The Pr~gram Vice-President,· shall pre8ide as
chairman of the Program Commission. He shall be an
ex..officio member of the College Union Board.
· 6. The SGA Legislature shall have the power to
take legislative ·action in aU those areas that can be defined as student welfare.
7. All statements in the Constitution relating to
GPA· requirements shall he changed from 2.5 and 2.0
to 2.50 and 2.00;
8. All transfer students running for SGA Executive
and Legislative positions shall have only one quarters
residence requirement in order to run for that office.
The SGA Constitution states as follows in relation to
the aforementioned changes:
I. The President now chairs the Legislature with
\he E:xecutive VP having an ex-officio membership.
2. The ·Executive Vice-President now chairs the
tudent Planning Council ..
5. The Social Vice-President is now chairman of
the College Union Board.
6. The Student Planning Council now has the power to legislate in all areas of student welfare. ·
8. Transfer student must now have two quarters
residence before running for either an Executive or Legislative position.
On. Tuesday evening, after comeleting debate on
these changes, the Legislature voted unanimously to re?
c6mmend: these proposals for a vote in the Winter Elections.
~
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Ball y·icket

saIes Beg•In·
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MUN Gives
Long .Dance

u, w~· wmo 'Cl-IALK'
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Spurs Organize. ~:-n
Annual Project./;~

Panel Discusses Valentine
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· Central Student
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Of League Rel7s1~·';
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obn a
ay holiday during the symposium? Willi ythou
ecome a uture non-voting, non-caring citizen?
s
e
whole thing a conspiracy'.11 Are you too tired to take
care of yourself? If so, there. are places in the worla
to accomodate you. There your· thirlking will be plan· 'di · ·
II d II
bl
1 dI
ned an d r1g1 Y .contro e , a your pro ems ·so ve
.·My summation is more Perry Mason than En. glish
I 0 I. This "compound idea,'·' man, must exert his facilities to solve the problems that arise. This "compound
l•dea" has the a· bi'li'ty.
·
C ome to t h e b anquet an d taste th e· f are. I prud entJy add: if you care not for the nuts, you m.ay. relish ·the
soup.

caaap·u·s ·-·
l•I
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y'1'-posium Plans on Schedule I

-re-symposium - plans are I Jerrol's will have a booklist
- ,ing ahead as the membe~s I available Keller said.
- .
e st_udent-faculty commit- Dr. Robert Anderson, assist.~>partidipate in_ activities. - ant professor of education, has
·~' i<;:IMrles ~eller, _associate , been_ named !o head the dis-·~'
of phllosohpy, has ar- cussion committee for the preth~ bookstore to set symposium activities.
1: , /
pposmm book. area.
"We encourage living groups
,,
«'!! are -abut 3 t,i:les for to decide on topics they would
. '. , on the book rack, Kell~r -like to discuss. and then invite
'i· ·' 1
::atid. "'.111
1 belre ~Fse .~whoe paadmdpedn- a faculty member to help lead
e The
s avai
a erack
w o.
. " Anderson sai'd ·
i
book
is composed. th e d'iscussrnn,
-, of many books from the book- A list of interest~d speake~s
I store stock and -some which from the faculty will be avail:,
were ordered-by Dr. Keller.
able for all living groups.

I

"Off-<ampu' .rtudonb '"" got I . "Dorm' "'ould tako it upo.1
together and . invite a ~acuit~ - themselves to m.ake a sc~edule 1_
member to discuss an 1Ssue, _?f weekly or daily event:s. lea~:
Anderson said.
mg up to the symposmm,
, 'Discussion topics can be Anderson said.
found if the students will make
"Faculty members ask that
use of the library . reso1;1rce they be . given a week to 10
room, the pre-sy'!lposmm films days notice so t~ey - can p~eand the symposmm bo?krack pare.
the topic u".der dis- I
in the bookstore," he said.
cussion, Anderson said.
I
Working - with Dr. Anderson Those interested in further in- I
. are ~s ked t o contac tare Phil Greenberg,
from the format10n
faculty and Jean Grundan, Dr. Arnforso~ m B11l:ck hall ~~
Mark Jepsen, Pat Brown and one of the his committee men,
Mary Clark, students.---~- ber~------- _____________
1

1

1•
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Cold Weather,, Slippery Walks
Vexation - of Maintenance Men

AWS _WILL HAVE A TURN-OVER OF OFFICERS SPRING
QUARTER. Newly elected officers are (front row left) Jan
Andrews, secretary; Carolee Ostrom, president; and St~r
Cline, vice president. (Second row left) Susie Peters, his·

..

torian; Karen Carlson, treasurer; ~hyllis Kaibel, social commissioner; and Terrie Timmen, editor.
·
_
___ ( Photo by Ken Kn,iveton)

:~;aoQ McDANIEL, JUNIOR, HAS BEEN NAMED CRIER
EDITOR for 1965-'66 according to the publications committee.
Pre~ntly serving as staff news editor, McDaniel will assume
his po~ition next fall.
_
.

Pine .Be~~ty L:ane-""
' 307 ~. Pine ' ,
"February Special"
on

"Permanent Waves"
Come in or Call
962-3201

Original Work Ready

Mid-Winter Special

"Contributor's for the fall
issue of lnsca1pe may pick
up original work at the In·
scape office upstaiirs in. the _
SUB between 11 a.m. and 1
p.m. Tu~day, Feb. 9.," Pic1<
Law, editor said.
-

Under New
Management
ROL'S "SWEECY"
BARBER SHOP _
506-Bth
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

''It's H,ere ''

Elizabeth Arden's
Ardena Hand Lotion
giant16 ounce size, 3.00

G·TO the Car of the Year
ALSO

8 ounces, 2.25
4 ounces, 1.25

Old's "Hot One" the 442
Try It Out
AT

l!i,000 JOBS
IN EUROPE

.·-Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
LThere are 15,000 summer jobs
still available in Europe and the
' i m ;dean Student Information
rvice is giving travel grants up
· o i;390 to the first 5000 appli1Gants. Wages range to $400 a
<~month .for such jobs as resort,
·5ihotel, child care, office, farm, fac- ·
'l'tqry, sales and shipboard work.
;:Jt;:;b and travel grant applications ·
1 <;~_na fu]] detaUs are available in a
:'if36"page illustrated booklet which
i 1risliudents niay obtain by sending _
i'l$$~ (for the. booklet and airmail
_-\_-_·'___ip o
_ stage)__to Dept. F, ASIS,22Ave.
,3~,!le la LiJ:ierte, Luxembourg City,
1'.~IGrand l1uchy of Luxembourg.

I ."

,-•.
1

I
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TENNIS COACH FOR EIGHT YEARS, DR. EVERETT
IRISH, chairman of the men's physical education department, and his team won the NAIA District title three times.
(Plloto by Ken Kniveton)

We Applaud
Central students' interesf and partici-.
pation in the SGA nominating convention
-and election campaigns.

CENTRAL WILDCAT6
RAH, RAH, RAH...

oOOtv

Major and Thomas
The House of Quality
200 N. Pine-

NOW SAY WHERE'S THE BEST
PLACE TO BVY VALENTINE

GIFTS ANO CARf)Sf

One Year
Guarantee
on
Used Cars

•
I

4th and Pine

\

Tl-IE BEST PLACE
TO BVV VALENTINE
GIFTS AND CARDS

IS AT THE CENTl?Al
COLLEGE BOOKSTORE!

Slll/CKS, Cl/AMP YOll

£)/CJN'T HAVE~ TWIST

MY_ ARM TO GET ME

TO SAY YOVR
COL.LE6E BOOK- "~
STOKE IS TllE - ~
BEST PLACE 7lJ
00

Phone 925-5344

AS A MATTFR OF FACT l:.t
($0/NG /\'loll r OVER TO BUY
MV 6AL A GIFT. •. SOON A5
I GET MYARMR-(EIJ, Tf/AT IS.

BUY //AL~NTINE STUFF.

"We Applaud" is - sp0nsored
by 1our College Boo~

COME ON OVER, FELL.A ••• WE

DON'T HA.VE LOSERS AT'

~:~r~~~ OJie~~E1et'~f.,J'}

.

'

'

\j

·~

j
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THE CAMPUS CRtER

PACE FOUR

CJ\NDIDATES REVEAL PLATFORMS I·

Aid Fund. The USAF is a tre- lot of people by not letting carry out as part of my plat- using rooms and . equipment Ken Mackie, on-campus male : have to represent student
legislator.:
I opinion.· The only way they
s h o u 1 d be exercised. The
mendous opportunity for a stu- them run for office until they form.
Men: Do you want a repre-1 do this is through coin.mun
dent government to financially have completed· two quarters 1. An · effective Off-Campi.ls groups need not be specific organizations, they need only be sentative in the legislature of : tion with the living gr · .
assist the individual needs of residence. I am for· lowering communications system.
its students. It provides for this to one quarter residence. 2. College-comunity relat- composed of students wit~ an Central Washington State Col-' Dorm visitations should ;/.e
interest in what they're doing. lege who won't · bow down to : scheduled regularly so that sti.J:i
loans 12% times th~ initial a-1 Power Politics: The practice ions
the President's every wish and' dent opinions can be tilJ\en td
mount to be committed to a of gavel passing, although sanc- 3. A mock Congress and a Education of your representa- demands?
Do .you want some- the legislature and ideas from
State
Awareness
week
t~ves ·to SAC will make the enre~erve. Also, th~ only· re- tioned by Robert's Rules of
one
who
will
care e'nough for the legislature can be taken tc
qmrements for thIS loan are ,order should be used with the 4. Following up SGA work tire social program better or- the. men on campus to give all the students. ·· I intend to re
The· following are my pro~
with
committee
reports
and
a 2.00 accumulative G.P.A. ~nd utmost discretion by the chairganized. The social commis- his time and efforts possible to present the opinions .of on-c~m ..
.posals for realistic, directionsioners must be aware of sche represent them and to keep pus men to the best of 1my
a c o 11 e g e reco~en?a?on. man. He may use it for such evaluations
orientated student government
Payments must begm. withm 5 reasons as stating a pertin1mt 5. Investigate minimum wage duling procedures, as well as them well informed on the hap- I ability. A legislator must lso·.
rather than idealistic, .gimmickmonths after graduation.
fact or to offer a point of laws in connection with student what other groups are doing to penings of this college? Then be concerned with the we are
filled government.
program sucessful activities. I am your man for on-campus ' of the entire student bod
I am also in favor of a: total clerification. To use this as a employment on campus
I
1. INCORPORATION: it is
My platform i.ncludes repre- If I am elected, a training ses- male legislator. I am only pro- am willing to· take on thi reevaluation
of
student
governmeans
to
enter
a
discussion
for
time we consider incorporation
ment. Are we, as a govern· the purpose of presenting his sentation, communication, . and sion for social commissioners mise one thing: I will use my sponsibility.
·
·
of student government. I would
ment, operating as effectively personal feelings, is a breach responsibility. With these ideas will be held at the beginning best judgment in making deadvocate student-owned SGA,
in use, our SGA could analyze, of Spring quarter, to inform the cisions, keeping in ·mind that I
Fra.na Peterson, off-ca ·us
as we could? Are we ade- of the post of chairman.
rather than state-owned SGA.
representatives of their respon- am repres.enting you.
educate, and evaluate.
Legislator:.
I
for
the
interAcademic
Requirements:
I
quately
providing
This program is not unique; a
sibilities
and
to
present
to
them
ef.ts
of
our
students?
Are
we,
believe
that
no
one
should
hold
An improvement in the active 1
number of schools in this state
Dick Erickson, Candidate for ideas for varied programs with- Dee Bathurst, Candidate 'for
as students, cognizant of the' an office in any .organization
participation in off-campus I
are presently utilizing this
. ~ocial Vice Presid;n.t
in living groups.
on-campus Leg,islator:
efforts · of our government? connected with this college if
meetings is a necessity i~· we '
structure. Under incorporation
Finally, to combine the first
I, along with all other can- are to improve the com .uni- l
These questions should be ask- he is on academic probation. I. Improve and strengthen the
the students will own SGA propresent
organization
of
social
three points, creation by the didates, have many ideas for cation between SGA and Off~·~·
ed and I doubt that the answer However, I don't believe the activities.
perties, not the state. InvestSocial
is a ne- our campus. As a whole, I Campus. I will work to liore · ·1
will be affirmative.
SGA should pass a law to that
ments are allowed which will
A. Organize, more thorough- cessity. Vice-President
Ideas
must
be
think it is operating well and adequately inform the. off cam- .i
It
is
time
to
question
the
a
f
f
e
c
t.
A
recommendation
facilitate ·many avenues for inly, the present Program Com- ed from many sources,garnerboth I am proud to be a part of pus students of social acti:i~k-: •,
National Student Association or- should be enough.
stigating a sturdy foundation
mission. First, appoint responganization and its present re:. Minority Programing: I will sible chairmen by a careful on Central's campus, and other the college program here at ies and try to provide m ' · "
for an athletic and academic
activities for the married
lationship .. to student govern- try to see that everyone is analysis of qualifications. Se- campuses, in order to bring Central.
scholarship program.
to
our
social
program.
We
'all
harbor
dreams
of
a
variety
dents.
ment.
.
Basically,
NSA
is
a
served.
Programs
should
not
condly,
this
would
·
.
alleviate
2. MINIMUM RESIDENCE
fine supplement ·to a student be .planned only in the areas much of the unnecessary pro- With these four points as a larger SUB, a well stocked li- If elected I pledge myself o i
REQUIREMENT: I propose
government, but it should be- that draw big crowds. For in- gramming of outside activities gµideline, and with extensive brary, more scholarships, lar- furthering the interests of that 1 1
that transfer students be allowcome a more integral part, stance, foreign films and the in SAC (Sweecy Day, Home- emphasis on small-group pro- ger attendence at the sympos- important one-third of the stu- ''
ed to run for SGA leadership
possibly under the direction ol symposium do not draw a large c om in g, Parents Weekend, gramming, and more variety in him, and a successful Olympia dent body-the off campus stu. positions after one quarter relarge group programming, the lobby.
the executive vice-president. percentage of the student pop- Speaker in the Union.)
dents.
sidence, instead of the present
social
calendar
at
Central
can
As
your
women's
on-campus
It
is
time
to
consider
the
ulation,
but
they
are
valuable
B.
Promote
·
m
o
r
e
contact
two q u a r t e r requirement.
checks and balances of our programs and should, be con- with other colleges in the North- be a well-balanced one, pro- legislator; I will seek to reach
Many potential leaders are not
west, in planning for big time viding for the interests of the every dorm, communicating
council relationships. Checks tinued.
·
being utilized because of this
entertainers.
This way, we wm majority, but not forgetting the acts and plans of the SGA
and
balances
are
necessary
for
Food
Service:
I
think
students
residence requirement.
be in a position to quarantee every man is a majority of one. to every women on campus.
effective
government,
but
these
should
have
a
right
to
examine
3. REGISTRATION PROCE·
I also promise · to try to find
checks and balances should be the advantages that a commer- entertainers more concerts in
Channelle Keitha,hn,
answers for specific questions
DURES: It is time the student's
I
defined !
cial food service could offer the our area, and they will thus
SGA President
have an opportunity to express
I am concerned with the func- school and to compare this with charge each college lower than Candidate for SGA Secretary: and bring such back directly
It is not generally. considered to the active student citizen.
their opinions on registration. Rather than presenting .my tioning of our legislature. I what· we presently have.
normal prices because of the
I propose a short questionnaire views on the philosophy and feel that the chairman should Subsidizing Trips: There larger number of performances. the function of the secretary
Across From Science Bldg.
which will be compiled and pre- purpose of student government be impartial and that only the should be more critical judge- II. Plan for both the majorities to bring about radical changes Gary Guinn, on1-campus male
FOUR BARBERS
.
in
the
structure
of
government;
Legislator:
sented to .the administration. and my conceptions of a stu- members of the body, as true ment in this ,area. The organi- and minorities.
All students will be able to ex- dent body president, I prefer representatives ol the people, zation must offer sound proof
A. Big name entertainment instead, she is the backbone The legislature plays a very
Open 9·6 - WO 2-2881
press their views. I will try to relate these thoughts to you. should decide the Jssues. Idea- as to what the trip · will offer is usually based upon the ma- of knowledge from which the important role in our student
job
government.
In
order
to
funcorganization
functions.
Her
COME IN ANY,:JIMEi
to implement student opinion on I am in favor of year-long listically, the student body pre- the ·school-beyond the experi- jority not the minority need.
n
. ,.,·'
includes
not
only
taking
min-.
tion,
however,
the
legislators
this issue. The possibilities of promotion for the United States sident represents the total stu- ence gained by the few in- It may be possible to schedule
·
these concerts early in the utes, writing letters and keepdent view, but he represent it dividuals who go.
quarter, so students will not be ing files in order, but also beFresh Grade A Milk
as well as fifteen people from
Gary v. Anderson,
so involved in studying. The ing of service to the other exedifferent legislative districts?
Candidate for
result will be better support by cutive officers. The secretary
A president must concern himExecutive Vic:e President
can best give service by havthe total college population.
self with the total operation of What is student government?
B. Provide for a variety of ing a thorough knowledge of
his organization, yet not involve Is it representation, communi- social activities. Encourage the files and by using · sound
GRADE.A MILK -69c GALLON·
himself to the point that he is cation,. responsibility, or capa- dormitories · to sponsor such judgment on what information
making the decisions that his bility? Yes, it.should be. Does events as donkey basketball, is pertinent in. the situations
Open 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Daily
constituents can make.
student government . analyze, professional wrestling, etc. If which arise.
419 West 15th-Woldale Road
(We, ;is a mature student educate, and evaluate? Yes, it there is sufficient need, organiJeff Mitchell, on.campus
zation and proper backing of
body must think and reason be- should.
male l!!g:islator:
yond the surface issues.·. We The Executive Vice-Presi- an event that only a minority
need to search our· minds. as dent's main duty ·is to chair wants, this · event will be sche- · .The democratic process is
t.o the jmportant decisions.)
the Student. Plan.riIDg Council. duled. Continu~ to invite local complex, and it is necessary. .
persons ·to give talks on their to train both leaders and group
Mike Jepsen, Candidate for
His other responsibilities in- topics
at the .Speaker in the members to play their respecExecutiw Vice President
elude chairman of the Political Union Program.
tive roles within it. The role
These are some of the im- Affairs Commission, ex-officio III. Advance social activities on of
the legislator is of more '
At 8:45 Only
At 7:00 and 10:15
portant issues of this campaign member of the SGA Legisla- campus by improving the pub- significance since redistricting. I
and my stand on each:
, ture, and supplementing. duties licity of these events.
Since every dorm does not have
Freshmen Orientation: I of the President in cases of A. Encourage organizations a representative, dorm visitawould like to see this program the latter's absence, and in to plan early for their event, · tions are of utmost importance.
expanded not only to serve case of his resignation or for- in order that the entire camp· The communication link betfreshmen
longer, but to include feiture of office. The Execu- us will be informed. The pub- ween the government body and
Remember that someone special with
freshmen entering in winter arid tive .Vice-President is the chief licity chairman should have the on campus living group is
,
spring quarters and also to in- communicator between SGA sufficient notice in order to the legislator. One way to beflowers from our large selection.
elude transfer students.
Legislature and Student Plann- end the necessary publicity to come more closely associated
Minimum Residence Require- ing Council. As Executive his artists. Organize the dis- with living groups would be a
Cut Flowers
ment: I feel we are wasting a Vice-President I would report, tributions of funds for publicity. more functional working arto SPC, the proceedings of each B. Organize the distributions rangement with dorm presi• Special Valentine Arrangements
SGA Legislature meeting. This of funds for publicity well in dents. In this way, students
' (NO ONE UNDl;rR 18)
would serve two very import- advance, so as to use the money unable to communicate with
r"
.
;
Blooming Plants
ant purposes. First of all, when arid where needed. .Ex- their representatives could ef·
Sunday: Open 1,:45-Showings from 2:00
SPC could be a more opera- plore the possibilities of setting fectively do this through their
Ca II Theatre fo,'!' ' Exact Times .
tive part of the check and bal- up ' outside .bulletin boards.
Mon. and Tues.: One Complete Showing Only
living group president. I bEl-'
ance system in our student
At 7:15. "8V2" ~ays First-Out 9:45
lieve that liberal policies should
government by reviewing SGA Donna Schaplow, SGA Social be practiced by SGA because
Red Tulips
actions. Secondly, the memVice President
of the dynamic, fluctuating, and
.,,,,,,,,,,,,., ,
·Hyacinths
b~rs of SPC, (Living group preThere are four· main points, growing capacity of the camsidents) could · report to. their which I emphasized in my pus.
r~spective living groups issues
the convention. on I~----------~
speech atnight,
discussed, thus aiding in com- Saturday
which I feel are
510 N. Ruby
Call 925-7707
munication between SGA and necessary for effectively carry~
the students. Student welfare ing out the job of Social Vice.
\
.
committees such as traffic, President. '
foods, and safety committee The first of these points is
~apability
IN
Joseph E. Levine presents
should be required to give re- communication. T h e Social
ENGLISH
gular reports to the Student Vice-President must be aware
FEDERICO FELLINI'S
Planning Council.
of what the people want, beThe Political Affairs Com- fore programming for students
missjon is one of the more edu- can be effective. Questioncational aspects of our student naires to be filled out by a
government. This committee representative sampling of livcan be very influential in its ing groups, conveYing a variety SGA
INCLUDING
Social V.P.
scheduling of films ·and speak- of opinions, . will be of aid to
BEST
FOREIGN FILM OF YEAR
~rs for International and Politi- the social commissioners and
cal Awareness Weeks.
the social vice-president. BetN e w Student Orientation ter publicity can. be initiated
should provide for transfer stu- and carried out as the Publidents as well as freshmen. I city Chairman works with an
am of the opinion that orienta- effective Programming. Comregular watch. Tuning fork (B) replaces
tion could be realized second mission.
balance wheel. and makes Accutron
and
third quarters as well as
utilization of available talents
world's most precise timepiece-the first
the first quarter. There should and equipment on this campus
ever guaranteedt for daily accuracy.
be two retreats; one for fresh- can provide more varied,· inmen and one for transfer stu- expensive social activities. Ex··,
dents.
ploration of this area is the seListed below are other areas cond step on the way to efin which I have made a great fecUve social programming.
Accutron is a Bulova development.
deal of research, and wish .to The privilege of small groups
Models from $125 plus tax.
pre-registration will be investigated.
4. CAMPUS WAGES: I feel
a critical analysis and evaluation should be conducted of the
wage scale for student help on
this campus. Students have
the right to know. why this
mi_nimu~ is imposed.. Yo~r
voice will be heard on thIS
issue.
5. FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY: In the past gimmick
programs have been instigated
to fulfill · .campaign promises.
Let's re-evaluate. our present
programs and. then begin programs to satisfy the needs of
this campus instead of letting
a select few reap the benefits
of your $5 per quarter. At the
present time SGA has no reserve monies. Before adding
new programs we must consider how to save for the future
before it is too late! I can
assure fiscal responsibility in
SGA.
The .programs mentioned
above, coupled with the usual
duties of an SGA President
such as public relations, leadership recruitment, and committee coordination, should give a
firm direction and purpose to
student government. There are
no gimmicks. My platform is
directed in a realistic manner
towards the fulfillment of your
needs.
Roger Gray, Candidate for

Editor's note:
With SGA elections only four
days away, the CRIER wishes
to take this opportunity to al·
low candidates to state their
platforms.
Erin Caldwell Candidate for
. . SGA President
'
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ESQUIRE.
.

Barber Shop· /

710 N. Walnut

1

·Winegar's Drive. Jn Dairy

Poland's
Florist

Shop early for Valentines Day
Sunday, Feb. 14th

____________

e

START'S SUMDAY!

e

... ...

Our Special:

e
e

BE
·PARTICULAR
VOTE F0 R

(

1

A motion picture that goes . .
beyond what men think about-·
because no man ever thought
about it quite this way.

·CALDWELL

SGA President

Maturity

The· Accutron® Story:
all the· parts. that
make a watch fast or slow
have been lef~m,~~~·,,:;,~

Responsibility

WINNER OF 2
ACADEMY AWARDS!

JI

PIZZA MIA
•

ADDED
·SERVICE

It's worth the· time
to you to look into it.

Kopper Kettle
306 NORTH PINE

Open

JE
418 N. Pine

RS
925-2661

Mon. thru Seit. - 8:30 to 5:00
with
Buffet I I:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Also

STARTING TODAY
FEB. 5
We, will have delivery
service from 5 to 9 p.m.
.on Fri. and Sat. evenings.
We will ~tart Sunday
deliveries at 5 p.m. This
is in addition to our
already established
deliveries.

•

Friday and Sat. Evening 6 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 12:30 to 7:00

5-1111

208 E. 8th

('
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Swimmers Meet
OSU-Ore. Teams

Milce Ingraham Reports

from the

LO·CKE.R ROOM
r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From the looks of the 1965 and 1966 football
schedule, coach Mel Thompson and his Wildcat football
squad will have their hands full for the next couple of
years.
Athletic Director A. L. "Bink" Beamer has announced the slates, which will have the Wildcats playing five
contests on the road and four games in the friendly confines of the College Field, each of the ·two years.
The schedule for next fall shows:

Sept. 18........ At Humboldt State College, Arcada, Calif.
Sept, 25 --··-·······---·At Western Washington, Bellingham
Oct. 2 .....................................University of Puget Sound
Oct. 9 ................................................... Whitworth College
Oct. 16 ··········--'····--·-··-~---------- --------.--------------··-·· ...Open
Oct. 23............................At Eastern Washington, Chen~
Oct. 30....................................Pacific Lutheran University
Nov. 6 ..............................................Western Washington
Nov. 13................At University of Puget Sound, Tacoma
.
1966 SCHEDUO:
Sept. 17·············---·-'····-···"··-·············--At Humboldt State
Sept. 24 ....................... , .....At University of Puget Sound
Oct. 1 ............................... :................Western Washington
Oct. 8 .................. :.....•.........................Whitworth College
Oct. 15................ At Linfield College, McMinnville, Ot'e.
Oct. 22 ............... , ........................At Eastern Washingtoo

Oct. 529
..........................................
PortlandofState
Nov.
........................................
Univenity
PugetCollege.
Sound
Nov. 12 ...... ,..................................At Western Washington·
' The CRIER Sports Department would like to con-

' :m~eti~rru:d' ~"C::a;d~o pt~ul~u!:-~e::
ptulate Beamer on drawing up a· fine schedule.

It

WILDCAT ERIC OLSON WORKS ON Eastern opponent in last Friday;s ~;t~h;lth th;;;;~9;;
in Nicholson pavilion. Olson pinned his man in the final round of action. Formerly a heavy·
weight, Olson will see action in the 177-pound class this weekend, in matches against the Uni·
versity of British Columbia, _and Western Washington. Both matches are on the road.

.

Hoo·P.s·t'.e·. r.s . ra· ve I
y.
.·.

T0

"'

"'

"'

"'

"'

We would also like to congratulate senior guard Jim
Clifton on his selection as Washington State small col. lege basketball player-of-the-week, for his fine performance in Central's wins over Seattle Pacific, Whitworth and
Eastern. The. 5- l 1 play-maker scored 15 points against
the Falcons, last Tuesday, and 20 points against both
Spokant; area colleges.
He is the second Wildcat to be so honored, as Dave
, Wenzler received the honor three weeks ago.

eight-game winning streak toriight and tomorrow night as
they go on their last road
trip of the season, meeting the
University of Puget Sound tonight' and Western Washington
tomorrow night.
A win in both of these leaque games could go a long way
toward Central's hopes of capturing the Evergreen Conference Title. Presently Central's
league re. cord is 5-0 w.bile their
overall record is 14-4 with .the
last eight games being victor~
ies for the Wildcats.
Coach Dean Nickolson is expected to go with the same
starting lineup that has started ~he' J~st : eighhgames,.in-

once again lead the attack wifo
20 points, followed by Wenzler
17, Kelly and Smith 16, and
Cox with 15.
Cats Shoot 63 per cent
The Wildcats shot an amazing 63 per cent from the field
with Wenzler hitting on seven
of seven· attempts. Clifton also
hit on six of his nine attempts.
The Savages however, dominated the boards by picking off
70 rebounds compared to Central's 27.
"The Wlldc;ts had a 46-33
halftime lead but Eastern roared back with 14 consecutive
points to make the score 47-46
in favor of the Savages. Cen~
t1.:alll&,d1 a,,~~~~,~l~.lild ,wit~ ;five,

Jim ..-.:::::.....

'r

6S ~

:a'3

V·.I•k I•n s

FT TP

----------

Dorothy McCullough Music

, Dave's
Barber Shop

,,

KELLEHER MOTOR CO.

-

The Central Washington wrestling squad is on the road this
8 weekend, traveling to the UniO
1
9 versity of British Columbia to0
2 , night, and Western Washington
0
4 tomorrow evening.
~:~:n
~ ~ ~~ The University of British Co·h
---------------11Jmbia is an improving club,
4 but one which will likely not
P~~
---------··--·--·: 2
O
~la e ·----------------- 8 . 1 17 give the Wildcats too much
2
6 trouble. The Vikings from WesT t jl0 w
---------- 2
0 a 1
5 77 t ern present JUSt
·
-----------'----36
t he opposite
CENTRAL
------- FG FT TP picture .. Like Central, the Viks
Wenzler
_______:.:~'.'.T 3 17 are undefeated this season with
Kelly
---------------- 7
2 16 wins over the University .of
Co~ ---------~------------ 6
3 15 Washington, Oregon, Eastern
Sn.uth ------------------ 5
6 16 Washington, and Lewis and
Chfton ------------------ 6
8 20 Clark under their belt. Lead~~~ 11 ---,-~---:-.~=-,--<;-- O.,, o,, ... O ing .tlle,.Yikipg squad is .heayy"
,
'" " '
· "'·'
tling tournament last year: '
WHITWC?RTH
--- FG FT TP
Last weekend, the Wildcats
C~mbehn --------' 1 3 5 grapplers dumped the Eastern
Elhot
-----'-------- 1
O 2 Washington Savages 23-5 in
2
8 their only action. The scheLemmon ---------- 3
3 11 duled match with the Univerfv\cDonald
·------ 4
1
5 sity of Puget Sound was canNipp ·:··------"-------- 2
Pela~der --'--------- 3 4 lO celled.
2 lO
Rubright
·---------·· 4
Cats Pini Eastern1
~t:ard ·-----------~ 0 1:
Three Wildcats garnered pins
15 6 against the Savag·es, Don Wiloas
------------------CENTRAL
------'--- FG FT TP liamson, Bill Burvee, and Eric
Wenzler
·----------- 5
3 13 Olson. · In all, Central won
Kelly
--·---------------- 3
4 10 seven events. The other Cat
Cox -----------------···-· 2
5
9 winners included Mike Turner,
Smith
--·-··----------'--- 5
2 12 Ron Baze, Allan Johnson, and
Clifton· ···-·----------- 6
8 20 Vernon Merkley.
Jones -------------------- 1
1
3
The. Wildcats wrestled withFrizzell
-------------- O 1
1 out the services of Dennis Warren, Gerald George, and Rick
Liefer. Warren injured a leg
against Oregon two weeks ago,
but is expected to be in action
this weekend. George, out with
a finger injury, and Liefer,
who has a ear ·injury will be
out for an indefinite period of
time. . .
.

EASTERN
___ ,________ FG
Tutton
····-·----------,- 4
Sharp. .· ,------------- 4
W'!rwick ------------ 1
B~ite
-------------··--- 2

'65 LICENSE PLATES
INCLUDED IN THE P'RICE
OF ALL USED'·CARS

I

UBC

g·

177 - Bill Burvee (C), Pinned Kingsley, 7:40
HWT - Er:ic Olson (C), Pinned Glass, 7:34

Booth, Ridley) (3:54.0), 2. Whit.
(Gates, Pettigrew, Johnson,
Brown) (4:23.2).
2. 200 YD. FREESTYLE 1.
Jim Thomas (CWSC) (2:03.S),
2, Don Blair (CWSC) (2:05.7),
3. 50 YD. FREESTYLE 1.
Daryl Anderson (Whit.) ( :23.3),
2. Steve Barber (CWSC) ( :25.3),
3. Dan Wolfrom (CWSC) ( :26.3).
4. 200 YD. IND. MEDLEY
1. Gene Liefke (CWSC) (2:18.6)
2. Jerry Tau~cher (CWSC) (2:
19.3), 3. Scott Brow, (Whit.)
(2:26.2).
5. DIVING 1. Ray Clark (CWSC) (187.35.
6. 200 YD. BUTTERFLY 1.
Stan Booth . (CWSC) (2:27.5),
2. Steve Barber (CWSC) (2:40.4), 3. Harold Johnson (Whit.)
(2:45.8).
7.100 YD. FREESTYLE 1.
Jack Ridley (CWSC) ( :51.7),
2. Tom Thomas (CWSC) ( :55.1),
3. Scott Brown (Whit.) {:57.5).
8. 200 YD .. BACKSTROKE 1.
Gerry Malella (CWSC) (2:15.2),
2. Gil Gates (Whit.) (2:27.4),
3.. Gene Liefke (CWSC) 2:35.5).
9. 500 YD. FREESTYLE 1.
Jim Thomas (CWSC) (5:41.1),
2. Dan Wolfrom (CWSC) (6:51.6), 3. Harold Johnston (Whit.)
('/: 16.1).

10. 200 YD. BREASTSTROKE
l. Skip Labsch (CWSC) (2:32.9)
2. Chuck Pettigrew (Whit.) (2:·

35.8), 3. Duane Bangs (CWSC)
(2:44.4).
11. 400 YD. FREESTYLE RELAY 1. CWSC (Ridley, Thomas,
Booth, Malella (3:33.6), 2. no
entry.
CENTRAL 75 WHITWORTH 15

Antlers, H·o,tel
"Now"
For the first time in years

n. ~~~~r:~il!0~i!~~~~ ~ii~ :~~~~W:~~ie.W ~~~!~;>: ,Jf~~ ·,;~~:;'). -!:7.]~@~~:3:,~.~~~- 8~ ;i~~hiH~if!Yi>~~~~.~~~tP~{;s~

CW Girls Slate Hoop Tourney

"~

tors by more than half a pool
length. ·
Clark Wins
Picking up still another first
and second place in the 200yard butterfly, Stan Booth and
Steve Barber .both lapped their
opponents. Ray Clark, Central
diver, took first place in the
diving, to beat out Doug Hanna
of Western.
Gerry Malella, Central AllAmerican then picked up the
ball to .win the. 200-yard backstroke in a .time -of 2:15.2, almost a flill length· ahead·. · of
his nearest· opponent.
Thomas Takes First
Next, in the 500-yard freestyle, Jim Thomas and Dan
Wolfrom took another first and
second place against Whitworth,
both men lapping their competitors by at least 50 yards.
In the. 200-yard breaststroke,
Skip Labsch and Duane Bangs
took a first and second place
against Western, pushing the
mark to 2:32.9
Jeff Tinius, Central All-American, did not swim in the meet.
1. 400 YD. MEDLEY RELAY
1. CWSC
(Malella, . Labsch,

pavilion.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
18•GAME BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Ttl G
, Name
Games FG FT Reb. Pts: Am.
Co~, Mel --···---------------------------1 I , 7-3. ·- /,f; .«14 2 I I ,;9
:-'. Smith, Ed. ··-:·-···-.--------·------:-··-18 86 5 9 41 2 3 1 12
Clifton,
=.::::...::-r a",rrstc
12· htD r:.
~lly •1Bill ·------··········---'-----------18 69\ 52 I 05 190 I0.5 and Jun Clifton at guards and and was intentionally fouled.
enz er, Dave -------·-------~--------18 67 32 110 166 . 9.2 Mel Cox. at the pivot. Logger He received two shots and
Jones, Ray ·-·----·----------------------18 50 , 33 52 132
7.3 Coach Russ Wilkerson is ex- made them both. Eastern's
HutseU, Tom --------------------------17 33 23 40
89
5.2 pecting to start Joe Peyton and Jim Tutton was called for a
Frizzell, Re>y ----------------------------16 35 23 57
91
5.6 Gary Burchler at the forwards, technical foul giving the WildOttmar, Roger ___________ : _______~ ____ I 4 I~ 14
4
50
3.5 Howard Nagle and Mike Hav- cats and Wenzler two more
Stuurmans, Cecil -------·------------ 9
3· ' 7 12
13
1.4 ener at the guards, and Dick chances .from the charity stripe.
Klovdahl, Dave ---·---·-------------- 6 · 3 \ \ 2
0
7
1.1 . Dahlstrom at center.
Wenzler canned one of them
Berg, Barney -----------------,-------- 9
8 · I · 14
17 . 1.6 Log.ger Lose First Go Round for Central's margin of victory.
Others -----------------·--·;······-------21
Central handed the Loggers
. Return, Ga,mes Set
Team Totals ····------···---------------18 522 368 65 1 1458 8 0 an easy 92-68 defeat in their. Eastern plays Central once
1• last game three weeks ago at more this season as does Whit.
0 pponents Tota 1s ·-------·-····----18 473 3l7
744 1293 7.18 Nicholson pavilion but the un- worth on the 12th and 13th of
predictable Loggers are hop- February. respectively. Both
ing for revenge. The Loggers games will be played on Cenripped Central's Saturday night tral's home court. Pacific
foes Western Washington 93.73 Lutheran also plays Central
last Saturday night
once more on the 2oth to close
Central will play host to a "This should be the best
The following night Central out the conference season for
four-team invitational basket- team of them all." Coach will travel to Bellingham to
ball tourney Saturday, for the Dorothy Purser said. "Cen- face the also unpredictable
Womens extra-mural basketball tral's women's team have lost Western Washington . Vikings.
team. Two of the teams will only four games in eight The Viks .are led by Keith Shube Spokane community teams, years."
garts and George Asan; Coach
one will be the Yakima WebbChuck Randall w~l also pro·11
be
C
In
WRA
two
weeks
ago,
cats and the other W1
enbably put John Hu 1, Don Hitst l
Jennie Moore beat Kamola 11ra ·
10 in an overtime game. Mun- ton, and Joe Richer on the floor
Last Saturday, the Cats beat
h b
to complete his starting linethe Yakima Webbcats by a son t en eat Sue Lombard 9- up.
"16 Hi h · t
8, while Anderson lost to Off.
score of 4.,. ·
g pom scor'th c.ampus, 17-5. Neither Wilson In Central's last conte·st w1'th
C
th
Be
d
tt
0
er points
was a f Y
Wl
24
II edne be Kath
nor Kennedy showed .for their the Viks, Central cam·e out the·
• 0 ow
Y
Y
victor i.n a cliff-hangm' g 62-60
. Lehner who added 7.
games.
The defense, which featured Just this week, Jennie Moore battle. This game was also I
Kathy Webb, Sharon Lovinger topped Munson 20·19 in an over- played three week.s ago at the
. and Carol Johnson, did an out- time game. Sue Lombard de- Nicholson -pavilion.
standing job, holding the Webb-. feated Wilson by forfeit, and Piraflgs FaU in Close Battle !
cats to 16 points. The two Anderson beat Kennedy by forIn ·last Friday's night game
leading point scorers for the feit also. Kamola beat off-cam- with the Whitowrth Pirates at
whole team are freshmen.
pus 17-13.
, Spokane Central came .out the
victor 68-65 in a real see-saw
battle. Central and Whitworth
were tied 28-28 at the half, but
Jim Clifton's acuracy on the
free throws in the final minutes helped pull the game out
for Central. Mel Cox was held
,t.o nine points in the. game,
\making this the first time that
he has been held out of double
figures since rejoining the Wild''4 LINCOLN Continental, Ilk new, air conditioned, tinted
cats.
glen, speed control, deck release, jet black. Very low
Clifton lead the attack with
mileage. If you w•nt the best at a $2,000 saving,
20 points followed by Dave
ue this one. _____________________________________:____________________________ $5395
;Wenzler with 13, Ed Smith 12,
and Bill Kelly 10. Whitwortl;i
''4 COMET Convertible, black .with white top, V-8, a.utoace John Utgaard scored 14 1i9iiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliii;;;;iiiiiiiii;;;-.
matlc, power brakes and steering, radio. · Like new,
points making him high man
very low mileege. See today. -------'--'-'------~--------,--: .._$2695
for the Pirates,
''3 PLYMOUTH 4-door, V-8, automatic•.:.:____________________$1495
. The following .night against
Eastern at Cheney, Central won
''3 STUDE., 4-door, V-1, automatic, new paint and
seat coven. ------···---------------------------------------------------------$1495 · another cliff - hanger 84-77.
Each of Central's starting five
''1 FORD Convertible, P.S., P.B., Cruisomatic, sharp $1495
Band Instruments
'60 MERCURY Mon..rey, Hardtop, coupe, P.S., P.B.,
automatic, cleen. ··-------~----------··-···-------.,---------------------$1195
Welcome Wildcats
Pianos and Organs
'Sf PLYMOUTH, 2·door, 6 cylinder, standard trans. ______$ 545
Sheet Musi cand Supplies
'51 FORD Ranch Wago11, 6 cylinder, std. transmission, ·... ·
lots of economical transportation •. ____________:··-------~-$ 545
Music Instruction
'51 DODGE, 4·door, hardtop, V-8, automatic, radio. ------$ 595
'57 CHEV., 4-door, hardtop, V-8, automatic. ---'-------~---$ 495
Hi-Fi and Stereo Sets
"Dave, Lee, Jim''
'57 OLDS., 4·door, hardtop, P.S., P.B., automatic; -------$ 495
Open 9-6; 925-5255
Tape Recorders

u;

The Central Mermen will again go · on the road this · coming Friday and Saturday, l<"'eb.
5 and 6, to face Oregon and
Oregon State.
"The competition should be
tough," Coach Tom Anderson
pointed out, "Because both Oregon and Oregon State have
strong teams."
·
Wildcats Wini
Last Saturday the Cats defeated Whitworth and Western
by a score of 75-15 and 71-24
respectively. This gives the
Cats' a record of 6-0, in dual
meet competition.
Starting off the meet by setting . a new pool and college
record, Stan Booth, Jack Ridley; Gerry Malella and Skip
Labsch set the .new 400-yard
medley relay mark at 3:54.0.
Then, in the 200-yard freestyle, Jim Thomas and Don
Blair took a first and second
place, to assure a solid lread
for the rest of the meet.
Central picked up · another
first and second. place in the
200-yard individual medley,
when Gene Uefke and Jerry
Tauscher beat their competi-

u.PS
.. - w.e·ste.rn .W
. r.est Iers M eet

u Whitman Collefle, and Pacific University, as the·
Cata did two years asOit and Whitman last fall. This
ia
• fut ,..owing college, and the athletic competition
Central Washington's hoop- scored above 15 points but not the Wildcats. This game will
, should keep pace with this groWth, aa it apparently is. sters will be defending their more than 20 points. Clifton also be played at the Nicholson
,

FIVE

205 E. 8th

Guitars

123 - Mike Turner (C), d.
Tyree, 3-0
130 · Don Williamson (C),
Pinned Johnson, 2:15 ,
_137 - Ron Ba.ze, Centra.I, d.
Lawrence, 10-0
147 - Dave Ha1rri,s (E), Pinned Mariin~n, 5:30
157 • Allan Johnson (C), ct.
Grossman, 4-0
167 • Merkley (C), d. Chandler, 6-4

Fall term, 105 of tha 3,7i50
Central Washington State College students were non-residents of Washington. This is
2.8 per cent of the entire. student body.

for
After Dinner or Special Treat

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
«the way to wealth is as plain as the way to ·
market. It depends chiefly on two words, industry and frugality;-that is, waste neither time
nor money, but make the best use of both.
Without industry and frugality nothing will
do, and with them everything."

l

Benjamin Franklin J
y

MONEY TALKS
·

And in no uncertain terms with NBofC special
checking. Your own checking account protects
your funds-no need to keep much cash around.
It provides a record of expenditures-helps maintain
your budget-and is (let's face it) a status symbol.
Costs only a dime a check at NBofC.
.

. NM:

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
A 1ood place to bank

T_ry

DARIGOLD
FOR EXTRA
-GOODNESS

Ellensburg Office
John A. Reitsch, Mgr.
501 N. Pearl Street
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Hobby Week Display Shows
Students, Professors at Play

• • •

Display of CWS Hobbi~s ·
Featured for Feb. 23-27

IT'LL ONLY HURT FOR A LITTLE WHILE. Putting the
snowy owl in a metal frame to dry is Don Baepler, chair·
man of the department· of biological sciences, who has over

1500 stuffed birds in his colledion. Baepler has two very
rare specimens-a Guatamala owl and a Yellow-billed loon
from the Arctic. ·

WHEN FINISHED, DONNA SITTON, SOPHOMORE, WILL
HAVE SPENT about 20 hours on this hooked rug. Done in
bright shades of red, yellow, blue and black, the rug is two
feet in diameter. She acquired her hobby on Blakely. Island
in the San Juans from a woman who runs a novelty shop
there.

.*·

Tin Can

Ferroequinologist and Camera
Looks Over' Newest Timetable

The first annual hobby show,
Feb. 23-27, is designed to encourage the development of hobbies and to give recognition to
those who participate in it.
Emphasis will be placed on
the importance of hobbies to the
individual, Mrs. Helen McCabe,
adviser to the Recreation club,
said. There is a great opportunity to learn from a hobby
and here at Central there are
excellent facilities to develop
them more fully, she said.
Classes in photography, music, taxidermy, anthropology, or
geology all would be of help
to the person who has a hobby
in one of these fields. Or, they
might stimulate ones interest
enough to begin a hobby.
Allen Collects Stamps
An 1840 One-Penny Black postage stamp, the first postage
stamp ever issued by a government, is included in the collection of John Allen, ·acquisitions
librarian at Central. He said
his collection numbers about
20,000 stamps, with his Ca. nadians being the best. He has
also concentrated on British,
Scandinavian, and G e r m a n
stamps.
·
"It's almost impossible not to
learn something from a stamp
collection,'' Mr. Allen said:
"When you get around to fig-

uring out monetary systems, deciding whether or not the gov- .
ernment is stable, . or learning
the circumstances behind the issuing of the stamp, you can
only come out ahead."
Funderburk Likes Music
Serious music is the outside
ihterest of Dr. Robert S. Fun-.
derburk, geography professor at
Central. .He has a comprehensive selection from Bach to
Stravinsky. His collection also
includes some Gregorian chants .
and some chamber mhsic, he
said.
Leonard Warren and Renata ·
Tebaldi provide him with much
pleasure in the field of opera, '
Dr. Funderburk said. Some
spoken plays by Shakespeare ·
and poetry interpreted by Dylan·
Thomas are also part of his
collection.
Some fantastic Dutch carrousel music is about the lightest piece in his collection.
.
A hobbyist sort of pastime···
of Dr. Odell is the piano which
he plays solely for personal en-'
joyment. He says it affords.
needed relaxation. Some of his .
favorite pieces are the sympl1onic variations of Caesar
Franck, some George Gershwin,
~nd some Grieg. He has been
playing the piano since. he was
nine years old. .
·

Copper Cherubs Tooled

J

FERROEQUINOLOGIST, THAT'S WHAT GILBERT M.
HULIN, a freshman from Eugene, Oregon, calls himself.
It's the technical term for railfan. He memorizes timetables, colleds dispatches, and photographs trains. ·. He is
shown here taking a break from enlarging photographs to
read the latest timetable. Last week-end he took a 1,700
mile round trip to Billings, Montana, to add another i:ailroad
to his collection. His collection consists of about 5,000 rail·
road slides and prints. Hulin and other hobby fans will show
their work at the hobby show Jan. 21-27 in the SUB~
(Hobby photos by Ken Kniveton)
HE'S RUINING A TIN CAN - DICK ERICKSON, JUNIOR, TRANSFORMS a tin can Into a
wall medallion. Shown on the table, the medallion will be 10 inches in diameter when com·
pleted. It will be finished in· gold metallic paint.

Wet Bucket Brigade Prevents Ganges Overflow

THE FLOOD BRIGADE COMPOSED OF VOLUNTEER
STUDENTS stacked sandbags along the Ganges. Helping
here are (left to right) Eric Olson, Dick Stover, Bill Snyder,
Fred White and Tom Helphill. The usually low irrigation
ditch overflowed in several places but was kept somewhat
under control by the volunteers.

CAMPUS BEAUTIFICATION PROGRAM UNDERWAY HUGH GREEN (left) and Gary Johnson work to prevent high
tide from becoming a disaster. The unusual always attracts
crowds and people unwilling to get wet watched from the
Ganges bridge as the lawns began to look similar to streams.

COPPER TOOLING IS THE HOBBY RECENTLY STARTED BY Star Cline, sophomore, who
has put in 1S hours on these two cheru~s. She will next cover them with a liver and sulphur
mixture, paint them black, and remove .the hardened mixture except from the indentations.

College Suffers Comons Shown.~s Island Paradise
Water Damage
Kittitas Valley and Central
received a damaging "one-two"
punch last weekend when heavy
rain and melting snow turned
normally calm and peaceful
streams into raging rivers.
Much of the campus went
underwater as the Ganges, an
irrigation d it c h, spilled its
banks flooding dorms .and Holmes Dining Hall.
Student volunteers aided college personnel in sandbagging
and offered their services wherever needed throughout the
Valley.
The college's steam heating
distribution system was saved
in what physical plant director Paul Bechtel termed "a
close call."
A rising water table compounded the problems' as basements slowly filled with water.
Pumps were brought in from
as far as Yakima in an effort
to keep water from damaging
underground electrical pipes
and heating equipment.
Steam seen rising all over
the campus was the result of
water hitting the heating pipes.
Bechtel reported that no major
breaks occured,

THAT ISLAND IN PARADISE - NEW COMMONS IS SURROUNDED BY Ganges overflow
during last week's floods. The water did no extensive damage to the building.
( Flood photos by Ken Kniveton)

